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➢ Goal: Build a speech recognition 

system for people with dysarthria, a 

motor speech disorder caused by 

muscle weakness in the face, lips, 

tongue, or throat.

➢ Input: A single, isolated word from a 

speaker with dysarthria

➢ Output: The phonetic transcription 

of the word

Dataset & Features
➢ From UA-Speech Database (~120 hrs)

➢ Each file was a one-word utterance

➢ Words chosen using greedy algorithm 

to maximize uncommon phonemes

➢ Transcriptions → phonemes

Model

➢ Audio (WAV) file → filter banks

➢ Each input feature vector xi had 123 

features from a 10ms window of the 

normalized filter bank

➢ Listener:

➢ Speller:

➢ Loss: Average cross-entropy across each phoneme

➢ Decoder: Beam search decoder

➢ Test Set PER: 60.15% (~10,000 words)

A PER of 60% is somewhat reasonable 

given the challenging nature of the 

task, though slightly disappointing. A 

deeper bidirectional LSTM (trained for 

CS 230) achieved a PER of 47%. Other 

state-of-the-art models have PERs of 

~35%, but our test subjects had below 

average speech intelligibility scores. 

Interestingly, the LAS word error rate 

was only 5% worse than the CS 230 

model, indicating that the beam 

search did well when the first 

phonemes were predicted correctly. 

There was also more randomness in 

the phonemes that were successful, 

unlike in the CS 230 model, where 

phonemes that were stressful on 

speech muscles generally did worse. 

We think this LAS model simply 

requires more data to prevent the 

speller from overfitting to the limited 

number of phoneme combinations.

➢ Incorporate prior knowledge of 

phonetic relationships

➢ Thorough hyperparameter search

➢ Transfer learning using large 

corpus of non-dysarthric speech

Introduction

Results

Discussion
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LR: 1E-3 w/ decay

# epochs: 30

Batch size: 64

Beam width: 16
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𝑝 𝑦𝑖 𝒙, 𝑦<𝑖) = Softmax 𝑠𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖

𝒂 = PBLSTM 𝒙

𝑏𝑖 = Attention 𝒂, 𝑠𝑖 𝑠𝑖 = LSTM 𝑦𝑖−1, 𝑠𝑖−1, 𝑏𝑖−1
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